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Introduction and background

There is a need for photography carrying systems which can be made for long-
term comfort, high flexibility and low weight with accessible pockets directed at
adventure and outdoor photographers. Vertepac’s vision is to shape technology
around your body to a level where it becomes an extension of yourself. They
want to develop carrying systems that defy gravity, enhance performance and
provide users more flexibility. They now offer a carrying system to dedicated
hikers, but they want to extend and enhance their technology to appeal to a
wider audience. They are targeting consumers who carry heavy loads and require
a carrying system that transfers the weight from their shoulders to their hips
while protecting their equipment and allowing them to move freely.

Problem statement

Photographers, both avid and professional, have very different gear needs and
often transport heavy and fragile equipment on a daily basis to different
locations, which can cause stress and discomfort on the body overtime. There is
a market gap for a functional, versatile, everyday-use, camera-transport-oriented
carrying system design that makes a load of 5 kilos (or more) easy to carry
through specialized materials and technology that can be adjusted to diverse
photographer needs and uses.

Design challenge

Design a bag that meets the needs of the target audience as a versatile, flexible
bag that can be worn comfortably for long periods of time by various
photographers while allowing simple and rapid access to gear and providing
protection using user-centred research, ideation, and prototyping.

To have recognizable, clear unique selling factors and distinct advantages over
competing backpacks on the market. Prototypes must be tested with target
users to gain meaningful feedback on whether it is satisfying their needs, so they
can be shown to the client and launched into the market with the lowest risk of
failure.

Chapter 1 - Problem
Target group/market

Male, adventurous, active upper-middle class avid or professional photographers
of 18-54 year old who need to transport 5kg or more photography and/or
videography equipment on a regular basis in outdoor settings in today’s day and
age.

Client initial specification:
• Smartly store and protect
• Connect to Vertepac
• Base characteristics of Vertepac must be present
• Keep human anatomy in the centre. Must be an extension of the user
• Lightweight
• Cost efficient
• Comfortable
• Silent
• Free + mobile
• Smart materials

Situation

The context where the carrying system may be used can be dusty, rainy, rocky,
muddy, hot, humid and cold. These conditions must be kept in mind when
designing and testing solutions.
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Requirements

These requirements were made from research on market, competitors, the needs of the target group and situation where the product will be used.

Chapter 1 - Problem
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Personas

These personas were used to generate and select ideas in the initial ideation phases. I designed and considered for their needs and the personas were used to 
evaluate whether the ideas achieved the goal of targeting their needs. It will also be used to evaluate my final concepts. 

Chapter 1 - Problem
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Chapter 1 - Problem
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Chapter 1 - Problem
Gantt chart project planning

This is my project time plan to estimate how long tasks will take and ensure my project stays on-track and meets milestones on time.
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Chapter 1 - Problem
Weekly planning (Week 1-12)

This planning was updated throughout the project to ensure I knew what tasks needed to be completed for the following week.
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Chapter 1 - Problem
Weekly planning (Week 13-20)
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Function analysis

This function analysis was made to understand the problem and investigate the key purposes that the product has to achieve in order to be a successful product. It 
will be used in all stages of the design process to evaluate whether all functions have been met.

Chapter 1 - Problem
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Chapter 2 - Process
Research: Market (Viability) and Technological (Feasibility)

A SWOT analysis is a business method that was used to investigate whether there were strengths and opportunities that could be used to Vertepac’s advantage and 
also consider any weaknesses or threats that had to be known to be careful about.

The competition map is a method to look into competitor products pricing, strengths and what makes them unique. It was also used to investigate any gaps in the 
market that could be targeted in order to have a successful implementation in the market.

The stakeholder analysis is used to evaluate all persons or organisations of interest to the product. This is to ensure that all stakeholders are considered to try and 
keep everyone happy, especially the stakeholders with a high interest and power.

SWOT analysis Competition map Stakeholder analysis 
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Chapter 2 - Process
Research: Market (Viability) and Technological (Feasibility) 

Product analysis 

Affordable backpack Suitcase Slinger High-end backpack

How this product may serve as
inspiration for my designs:
-Rain protection is a cheap
solution to waterproofing the
bag. The laptop compartment
can be an interesting feature
that can interest target users
who take laptops/tablets on
their expeditions.

How this product may serve as
inspiration for my designs:
-The carry-on dimensions and
retractable components can be
useful for target market who
travel frequently. Has opened my
eyes to the possibility of using
retractable components such as
handles.

How this product may serve
as inspiration for my designs:
-The idea of the slinger +
lightweight construction
allowing for convinient
retrieval. Suitable for shorter
trips. The hard bottom would
provide a solid, free-standing
base.

How this product may serve
as inspiration for my designs:
-Multifunctional and adjustable
pouches and straps provides
stability and allows for multiple
items of different sizes to be
stored. The high-quality +
branded materials/components
translate a higher price.
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Chapter 2 - Process
Research: Human (Desirability)

Target audience review analysis Most desirable factors (Questionnaire)
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The Questionnaire was used to gather a lot of data on specific
user problems in a short amount of time. The table listed below 
summarizes their top desired aspects of a carrying system. 

The table listed below is a summary from
analysing all the reviews of the current Vertepac
system. The coloured table at the bottom displays
their most desirable factors of the Vertepac.



Chapter 2 - Process
Research: Human (Desirability)

Interview issues and needs Client values
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This client values table is based on quotes from Vertepac’s website, company 
motto, profile and interviews with the client. Values were analysed and 
requirements were made from this.

A summary of the interviewees needs and wants was made 
and sorted by frequency of how often it was mentioned. 
Requirements were made from these needs and problems



Chapter 2 - Process
Design iteration: Subfunction sketches put in Morphological chart

Based on the function analysis, H2 questions were used to diverge on possible solutions for each subfunction. In total, there were over 120 ideas sketched. These 
ideas will be put through  a converging method to identify the best ideas for each subfunction, and then combined to develop the full designs.
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Chapter 2 - Process
Design iteration: Subfunction sketches put into Harris profile

All the previous subfunction sketches needed to be put through a converging method to select the best ideas to be clustered and made into full ideas. Harris profile 
was a quick and visual way to evaluate ideas. I did this method with my client and mapped out what ideas would be combined. All the ideas with the same letters 
were combined, for example all the ‘A’ ideas.
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Design iteration: Clustering and combining subfunction sketches

Design iteration: Client selection of final 3 concepts

The subfunction sketches were combined to make 10 final ideas. The client was presented with these ideas and selected the final 3 he wished to be proceeded with. 
All ideas were given PMI feedback by the client to be used to improve and develop the ideas further. 

Chapter 2 - Process
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Chapter 2 - Process
Final 3 concept characteristics

Client PMI 
feedback 
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Chapter 2 - Process
Developed Final 3 concepts

The three concepts were developed based on the PMI feedback that was received. The developed concepts were sketched out and shown to the client. Design 3 
was selected to be prototyped and tested. 

Design 3 Design 4 Design 6
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Chapter 2 - Process
Testing plan:

A testing plan was made to identify what aspects needed to be evaluated and tried out. After that a Gantt chart was used to make sure that everyday was spent well 
as the workshop was only open for specific hours of the day and needed to be reserved in advance. 
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Test aspect Insights hoped to gain Material needed

Easy to reach locations Best areas to place the external compartments Camera, backpack.

Backpack paper scale model 
to test size and shape

To check if the size and shape of the backpack fits all 
the camera gear require as well as not affecting mobility 
and flexibility

300g paper, cardboard, gluegun, 
tape, scissors, ruler, pencil.

Action (front) pack paper scale 
model to test size and shape

To check if the size and shape of the action pack fits all 
the necessary equipment whilst not hindering mobility 
and flexibility

300g paper, cardboard, gluegun, 
tape, scissors, ruler, pencil.

How backpack and action 
pack connects to Vertepac 
backplate

A universal and convinient method of connecting 
backpacks to the backplate

Buckles, clips, , velcro, gluegun, tape, 
old bag straps, 300g paper.

Backpack + front pack 
securing and cushioning of 
items

Find ways of protecting gear so it does not get 
damaged through vibration, shock or external 
environmental effects

Socks, velcro, 300g paper, gluegun, 
tape, cardboard, scale lens, scale 
camera body, scale batteries.

Organise/customising gear 
loadouts, gear loading and 
retrieval, detaching of 
compartments/dividers

To check that gear can be retrieved and stored with 
ease. To check that different loadouts can be 
customised. The easiest method of detaching dividers 
and compartments

Socks, velcro, 300g paper, gluegun, 
tape, cardboard, scale lens, scale 
camera body, scale batteries.

Physically testing both the final 
backpack and front pack 
prototypes with camera gear

Looking for any discomfort spots and any areas that 
decreased mobility when moving and when getting gear 
out

Camera, elevated surface, scale lens, 
scale camera body, scale batteries.



Chapter 2 - Process
Testing:
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Chapter 2 - Process
Testing:
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Testing conclusion:

The initial goal of the testing was to see if the 
sketched concept could be prototyped in the 
proper dimensions and work. This involved 
determining how well gear could be stowed or 
removed from compartments, as well as 
determining how different loadouts could be 
modified. To identify the optimal method, the 
front and backpack connection options were 
also evaluated.

Overall, prototyping and testing was done to 
make the concept more complete, the 
carrying system design was strengthened in 
terms of adjustability, mobility, functionality, 
structure, size, and convenience of 
accessibility.

Final prototype



Key features: Why it is the best solution

Welcome to the Action Pack. A functional, adaptable, everyday-use camera-transport-oriented system that lets the user accommodate to a wide range of camera 
gear load-outs and conveniently access gear while making large loads simple to carry by utilizing specialized materials and Vertepac technology.
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The Action Pack
Chapter 3 - Solution

Functional

Versatile
Carry heavy loads easily

Access gear convinientlyEveryday-use

Using X50 Tactical material: 
Abrasion proof, waterproof 
high strength and 
lightweight

Adjustable to 
diverse 
photography 
gear loadouts

Flexible

Problems addressed:
• Photographers, both avid and

professional, have very different gear
needs and bags are wastefully
tailored to specific camera models

• Transporting heavy and fragile
equipment on a daily basis causes
stress and discomfort on the body
overtime

• It is difficult to manoeuvre with a
heavy product on the back

• Lack of accessible pockets

• Equipment needs a lightweight
solution to being protected from
different environmental conditions

• Need to take off the bag in order to
access or store items conveniently

• Difficult to organise items

• Photography carrying systems need
to be durable, especially if used
frequently



Product usage and visual style

Visual style

• Camo

• Black

• Steath gray

• Coyote brown

• Khaki

Chapter 3 - Solution
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Recommended material
X50 Tactical from dimension 
polyant

Recommended manufacturing
High frequency ultrasonic 
vibration



Final prototype
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Chapter 3 - Solution



Chapter 4 - Reflection
Evaluation against the requirements 
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Key:

✓ Met requirement

✗ Did not meet requirement

- Further testing/development needed

D/V/F Criteria Requirement Specification Hard
/Soft

✓/✗

Desira
bility 
(User)

User 
experien
ce

Reduce the stress on 
the user’s back. 
Comfortable and 
usable for various 
lengths of usage

Can put on/taken off the bag 
in less than 4 steps and 
without 
significant/uncomfortable 
strain

Hard ✓

Cannot take away from the 
user’s energy or productivity 
or capabilities over time, not 
stress inducing

Soft ✓

Mobile, flexible, fits well to the 
user and efficient to use

Soft ✓

Back plate must allow airflow 
and heat dissipation

Soft ✓

The backpack should have a 
solid base to rest upright

Soft ✓

Ergonomic backplate shape 
that covers a large area

Soft ✓

Ease of 
use, 
intuition 
of use

Compartment 
placement must be 
easy-to-reach.

Retrieve/store internal items 
from compartments in less 
than 2 steps

Hard ✓

Easy to reach zippers and 
external fixtures locations

Hard ✓

Adjustability/ 
versatility/ fit 
different camera gear 
sizes

Customisable interior 
compartments and dividers 
for different loadouts and 
camera gear sizes (including 
lenses, camera bodies, sd
cards, drone and batteries) to 
meet multiple photographer 
type’s needs and variety of 
activities

Hard ✓

Aesthetic 
(color + 
design)

The design's shape 
or form does not 
clash with the needs 
of the user

Appearance of the carrying 
system should not clash with 
the appearance of nature and 
surroundings

Soft ✓

Feasibil
ity 
(Techn
ological
)

Strengt
h/struc
ture

Shoulder straps should 
be able to hold all the 
bag weight on a single 
strap

Cushioning, thick (more than 
10mm) straps with a large 
surface area (more than 
15mm wide).

Hard -

Materi
als

The design should use 
smart materials

Easy to clean materials Soft ✓

Secure 
and 
protect 
camera 
gear

Durable to withstand 
environmental 
conditions of rain, dust, 
snow, heat and cold

External materials must be 
waterproof, abrasion 
resistant, lightweight and 
insulating

Hard ✓

Internal battery compartment 
must use fireproof in case of 
fire

Soft ✗

Must have detachable 
components

Detachable components can 
be taken off/put on in less 
than 2 steps using gloves

Hard
✓

Size + 
weight 
measur
ements

Users should not hold 
more than 15% of their 
body weight in a 
backpack

Bag must not exceed 8.4kg 
(10% of average adult male 
weight)

Hard -

Balance and weight 
composition.

Compartments for batteries + 
lenses near the bottom for a 
lower center of gravity or near 
the user

Hard ✓

Meet aeroplane carry-on 
requirements

Meet size requirement 
of 55X35X25cm(KLM)

Hard ✓

Meet carry-on weight 
requirements of 12kg (KLM)

Hard -

The carrying system can 
be shared and used by 
different users of the 5th 
to 95th percentile of 18-
54 yr olds

Average sized male hand size 
of 19.3cm should be able to 
access internal spaces

Hard ✓

Capaci
ty

Internal compartments 
must be versatile and 
adjustable for different 
camera gear shapes and 
sizes

Accommodate several 
camera bodies, spare lenses 
and many batteries.

Hard ✓

Viabili
ty 
(Busi
ness)

Cost Price Price $359 or less Hard -

Manufa
cturing

Minimize energy 
consumption 
using low-energy 
manufacturing 
processes which 
use low requisite 
temperatures and 
pressures of 
processes.

To minimise waste by 
using low/no waste 
manufacturing 
techniques

Soft ✓

Production type To be able to 
manufacture using 
affordable batch 
production techniques. 
Carrying systems will be 
manufactured over a 
period of time, rather 
than all at once in bulk

Soft ✓

Life cycle The chemicals and 
processes used should 
minimise harm for the 
environment and nature 
during its life cycle

Soft ✗



Chapter 4 - Reflection
Evaluation against client specification

Client initial specification

• Smartly store and protect

• Connect to Vertepac

• Base characteristics of Vertepac must be present

• Keep human anatomy in the centre. Must be an extension of the user

• Lightweight

• Cost efficient

• Comfortable

• Silent

• Free + mobile

• Smart materials

The carrying system could have been more cost efficient but was a difficult
balance as lightweight, smart materials needed to be used which were relatively 
costly. If a more reasonable smart material is found then the carrying system may 
change to that material choice.

The product relies on Velcro in many components and parts as a closure or 
fixation method. This can be loud and disturb the nearby nature or environment 
so buckles and clips would be a better more silent choice.
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Assessing values in the product

• Freedom

• Balance

• Comfort

• Creativity

• Confidence/reliability

• Change/innovation

• Unite

Many values were integrated into the design after research on the target group
and client. These key values were highlighted due to it meeting Vertepac and the
researched target groups values.

Creativity, freedom, change were all promoted as a result of the carrying
system’s ability to be able to adapt to any situation and allow for any
photographer’s gear needs to be stored. I believe the product is fighting for
change and can show photographers and videographers alike how current
camera carrying system methods are behind the innovation curve.

Reliability is a value that was strived for, particularly with the carrying system
having gear ready at hand as well as being easy and intuitive to use.

Balance, comfort and uniting were all encouraged but need to be tested further.
The balance of the carrying system is ideal as the gear is stored as close to the
user as possible, allowing for the user to feel united with the gear and carrying
system. The Vertepac backplate and spine allow for optimal comfort due to the
weight being distributed to the waist of the user and not on the shoulders.

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✗

✓

✗

✓

✓

✓

✓

-

✓

✓

✓

-



Chapter 4 - Reflection
Future design modifications and improvements

I would also develop the cushioning and protection of my designs better because I did not thoroughly investigate and test alternative solutions. 

If I were to continue this project, I would undertake more physical testing with expert photographers, get feedback and then improve as a result of that input. 

The client suggested that I should use less Velcro because it is a heavy connection solution that causes a lot of noise and may disturb wildlife. He recommended I 
replace it with clips or buckles so I would do that.

I would like to have tested it further with drone and videography equipment, but it was difficult with cost restraints and the pandemic. In the future, I would like to have 
a prototype made of more realistic cloth material and take it to a drone or videography store and see how it could be improved to adapt and involve different 
equipment.

Did the final product achieve the initial design challenge? Was the project successful?

The initial design challenge was to design a bag that could accommodate the demands of the target group in a flexible bag that could be worn comfortably for long 
periods of time yet offering acceptable gear protection. 

I believe I achieved this design challenge as I spent a lot of time researching the necessary gear requirements, the sizes and shapes of the gear and cushioning of the 
gear so it does not rattle around and stays protected from external impacts and weather. I think that potential consumers will recognize the product’s unique selling 
qualities and evident benefits over competing camera carrying goods in the market as a flexible, easy to customize, easy to access, mobile, high quality, lightweight, 
waterproof solution that protects equipment. Scale paper prototypes were created and tested to have a good awareness of the gear that it can carry and protect. 

In order to accomplish this design challenge more fully, I would test the product against CAD simulations to see how it can hold with heavy forces. I would also get 
valuable feedback from the target group so it can be presented with confidence as product that has a low chance of failure if released into the market. Due to time, 
material and manufacturing restrictions, it was not possible to make prototypes out of textiles/fabrics and test cushioning. I would try to send a design to the client’s 
manufacturer and see if they can send it so I can test it with camera gear. I would also place eggs in the bag and do a variety of shock and vibration tests to see how 
the eggs would last.

Professional photographer evaluation
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